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HONORARY STATUES IN ANCIENT GREECE.

MY object in the following short study is to investigate the subject of
honorary statues in Greek times.

Since Stenersen's treatise,1 written in 1877, I know of no published
work dealing specially with this subject, which is interesting from the light
it throws on Greek life and political action, and since that date excava-
tion and the discovery of inscriptions have added considerably to the
material available. His work is a valuable source for the literary evidence
on the question, but his subject is portrait-statues, and he confines himself
to those from Athens.

The general impression with regard to honorary statues is that they
were very numerous, being granted so readily that they scarcely deserved
the name of an honour, and one object of my paper is to examine this-
view and show how far it is from being justified. Possibly it arose from a
lack of careful discrimination between portrait-statues and honorary
statues proper.2

Thus dvadijfiara or votive offerings have been held to fall under the
head of honorary statues in cases where the object offered is a portrait-
statue. But here we must ask, what is the intention of the dedication ? is
it to honour the god or to honour the individual? Mr. Rouse3 defines a
votive offering as, ' Whatever is given of freewill to a being conceived as
superhuman': that being, then, is the one aimed at by the offering, i.e.

1 L. B. Sienersen, De historia variisque generibus statuarum iconicarum aptid Athenienses,
Christiania, 1877.

2 For the material used, two works of Dittenberger's have been invaluable, the Sylloge
Inscriptionum Graecarum, and the recently published Orientis Graecae Inscriptiones Sekctae. For
working out the clear definition of an honorary statue, M. Francotte's pamphlet, La legislation-
athtnienne sur les distinctions honorijiques (Louvain, 1900) has been of the utmost service.

3 Greek Votive Offerings, p. 1.
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honoured thereby. This intention is clear with offerings such as kylikes,
figures of animals, reliefs, a portrait-statue seems at first sight to give
greater prominence to the individual portrayed than to the recipient of the
portrait. As instances, we may take the portrait-statues of Miltiades and
other generals in the group at Delphi, forming the votive offering of the
Athenians after Marathon x; of Lysander in that of the Lacedaemonians
after Aegospotami,2 and again of Lysander alone, at Olympia, erected by
the Samians3; but, as Rouse points out, the figures belonged to memorials
which commemorated the gratitude of the dedicators to the gods, and were
not erected to honour the men they represented. Sometimes this may
have been practically the motive of the avdOy/ia, as where Pausanias says
of Alcibiades, ' iOepdirevov avrov '\coveov ol TTOXXOI, ical el/cow 'A\Ki/3id8ov
)(a\Krj -jrapa rrj "Upa %afil<ov €<TTIV dvddrjfia.' 4

Still in theory it was to honour the deity that the statue was
erected. The point of the distinction between dvaOij/xara and honorary
statues is well brought out by Dion Chrysostom, who says, ' ravra yap
early dvaOjj/xara. at K el/coves Tifiar /ca/celva SiSorai TOI<; Oeois, ravra Se
TOIS dyadot'i dvhpdaiv, oiirep elcrlv eyyicna avrStv.'5 We must then
distinguish portrait-statues, when dvaOrffiara or gifts to a god, from
honorary statues proper.6

The class of athlete-statues also presents difficulties. Dr. Reisch,
would include them under dvadrjfiara.7 But in this his decision is contrary
to that of Pausanias, who says (of the statues in the Altis at Olympia):
' T& f/,ev Tifirj rfi €t9 TO Oelov dva/eeirai, ol Se dvSpidvre';. TS>V viKcavrcov iv
ddXov \6ya> o<f>io-i Kal ovrot SiSovrai.'8 For him they are prizes, Furt-
wangler supports this,9 adducing as evidence the absence of a dedicatory
formula until a late period. Reisch demolishes this argument with some

1 Paus. X. x. I. 2 Paus. X. ix. 7 and Plut. Lysand. i. 3 Ib. VI. iii. 14.
1 Paus. VI. iii. 15. 5 Dion. Chrys. xxxi. 596 R.
6 Mr. Rouse appears not to distinguish consistently between votive offerings 01 portrait-statues

and honorary (or ' honorific') statues. He seems to regard the latter as a degenerate variety of
avaB-n/iaTa, i.e. avaB-tinara minus the clear 'sacred character of the dedication ' (p. 373). He seems
to translate avaSuvdt by ' dedicate' and hence uses ' dedication' loosely of anything to which that
verb is applied (p. 269). ' ivaSeirat,' and ' itoieiv avaStaiv' are used as readily of honorary statues
erected by decree of the people anywhere in the city as of votive offerings (C.I. A. ii. 465, 469,
C.I.G. 2152 b, Ditt. Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum, 324). He suggests that the portraits of
Alcibiades, etc., if 'portrait-statues and nothing more,' were the earliest honorific statues (p. 372),
neglecting the statues of the Tyrannicides.

7 Gr. Wcihgeschenke, pp. 35 sqq. 8 Paus. V. xxi. I.
9 Ath. Mitt. v. p. 29 and Reisch, p. 35, n. 2.
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34 M. K. WELSH

just remarks, but adds, ' was im heiligen Bezirke aufgestellt ist, wird
dadurch von selbst als Anathem gekennzeichnet.' Whether erection in a
sacred precinct does or does not make a statue an avddrjfia, we shall have
to consider later ; what concerns us here is, that Dr. Reisch makes athlete-
statues avaOijfiaTa. True, it appears to have been regular for athletes to
dedicate the statue they received, but primarily it became theirs eV d0\ov
\6yq>—' as part of the prize.' In the same way crowns and tripods were
first given as prizes, to become afterwards avadrnMara when offered by the
victor to a deity. We distinguished civadrjfxara, when portrait-statues,
from honorary statues ; if athlete-statues are distinct from avadrnima, are
they included among honorary statues, or are they different again ?
Pausanias helps us to answer this question, when he says athlete-statues
were iv dO\ov \6ya>, they were a fixed concomitant of victory, assigned
by the rules of the games. No such rule governed the award of an
honorary statue ; it was a free gift to the recipient, voted him by a body of
admirers. Pausanias further makes it clear that he distinguishes the three
classes we have mentioned, where he says: 'el/c6va<;—portrait-statues
erected not in honour of a supernatural being (T<> Oelov), but to gratify
men themselves, I shall include in my account of the athlete-statues.'x

Here are (i) avadrnjuara of portrait-statues, (2) honorary statues, (3)
athlete-statues.2

It follows therefore that an honorary statue must be erected (1) not in
honour of a god, but of an individual, (2) not as a right, but as a free gift.
But there are statues which possess both these qualifications and yet are
not honorary statues ; for instance, a portrait-statue, erected by a personal
friend during the lifetime of the subject,3 or a grave-statue, erected by a
man's survivors, such as those of Maussollus and Artemisia at Halicar-
nassus; or any other memorial statue, e.g. those which Herodes Atticus

1 Paus. V. xxv. I.
" When an athlete's own state erects in his own city a duplicate of his prize at Olympia,

Delphi, etc., this is a true honorary statue, distinct from the reward of victory. Pausanias (VI.
ix. 3) mentions two statues of the athlete Cheimon, both by Naukydes, i) T« 4V 'Okv)nriq, xdl y is
TJ> Upbv rris Eip^y^s T!> iv 'Pw/uj) K o p. i (T 6 c~i <r a i { 'A p 7 o u s. He also saw at Sparta statues of a
father and son who had won victories at Olympia, and whose statues were therefore probably
erected there also (ib. I I I . xiii. 9). At Pellene in the gymnasium was the statue of an athlete,
which had its duplicate at Olympia (ib. VII. xxvii. 5). Cp. for duplicate erection, the votive
offering of Daochos at Delphi and at Pharsalos. In this case both apparently were avaMiimra.
(Preuner, Ein Griechisches Weihgeschenk.)

3 B.C.H. iii. 365 ; Arrian, Periplus Ponti Euxini § 2.
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erected of his favourite freedmen on his estate at Marathon.1 All these are
simply tokens of private regard or affection, dependent only for their
erection on the wish of the erectors, which might or might not seem
justified to anyone else.2

A third requirement, then, is authorisation, and we may define honorary
statues as portrait-statues set up by the authorisation of a public body out of
regard for the person represented.

It has been suggested that every statue erected in a sacred precinct is
thereby made an avadrffia, no express words of dedication being necessary,
and Dr. Reisch has supported this opinion (see above, p. 33, note 7). In
some cases we find more than one statue awarded to the same person, with
directions as to the place of erection, such as :

' TT)V fiev filav (TTrjcrat, iv TOO lepw TJ?? 'A/3T6/M8O? T?)?

'A/xapvcrlas ev TO3 iTri<f>ave<TTdTa> TOTTW, TTJV Be aWrjv ev ra yvfivaaia),'3

' eiKova ^aXKrjv ev TJJ ayopa KOX erepav iv a/cpo7ro\ei,' i

'y[rr)<f>i(T[ia,Ti avaOeaeco'; avhptavTtov KOL elxoveov iv iravTi vaw KOX einarjixu)

TT}? 7TO/Ve&>? T07T6) ' 6

Where the appointed inscription is recorded, as in the first example,
absolutely no difference is made between that for the sacred and that for
the unconsecrated spot.6 In each case the statues were regularly decreed
by the state, and fulfil our definition of honorary statues. Daremberg and
Saglio 7 explain these pairs of statues by the fact that the one in the sacred
place, being an avddrjfia, was no honour to the individual, who was there-
fore given a second image for himself, but if there was this difference
between the statues, it is strange to find none in the inscriptions. Also one
would suppose that an image in a sacred place (especially on the Akropolis)
if an kvdQr\ixa, would be considered as a greater honour to the person than
one in the agora, so that no compensation would be needed. Incidentally
1 may observe that in Jahn-Michaelis' Arx Athenarum, where lists of all
inscriptions from the Akropolis are given, the two separate classes of votive
and honorary inscriptions are distinguished.

1 Philostr. Vit. Soph. II. i. 24 ; Frazer's Paus. Vol. ii. p. 438.
2 Statues used to decorate private houses, libraries, gymnasia, were more of the nature of

decoration than anything else.
3 Rangabe, Ant. Hell. ii. 689 (second century B.C.)
4 C.I.A. ii. 311 (286-5 E-c-) 5 Il>. iii. 623 (ioc-126 A.D.)
6 Cp. Luc. Anach. 17. 7 S.v. imago.

D 2



36 M. K. WELSH

Where Pausanias says that all the statues on the Akropolis at Athens
are alike avad^/Mara,1 his point is a distinction between athlete-statues and
avaOrifiara, and he makes a sweeping generalisation about those on the
Akropolis at Athens to contrast them with those in the Altis at Olympia.
That he did recognise the distinction between avaO^fiara and honorary
statues, is shown by the passage cited above.2 The absolute identity of
formula for statues in public and in sacred places justifies the inference
that they were of the same class, and the apparent indifference to the place
of erection in the case of statues of the same person points to the same
conclusion.3

In discussing the abuses of the practice of erecting honorary statues
which arose in Roman times, Stenersen mentions among the chief ' ut
privatos impensam in statuas erigendas facere iuberent, dum respublica
ipsa, ut statua erigeretur, tantummodo decerneret vel permitteret,'4 the state
got the credit for decreeing the statue, while the expense fell upon the
recipient or his friends. To him the term ' honorary' seems to imply, as it
does in the expression ' honorary secretary,' that something is given free of
charge. It can be shown however that the practice blamed by Stenersen
was neither an abuse of the custom, nor a growth of late times, at least in
Athens.5

Francotte (op. cit. p. 54 foil.) discusses the meaning of the phrase
crT6(j>avo<; Kara rbv vo/u,ov, which is so often found among the awards in
honorary decrees from 340 B.C. onwards and especially after 306-5 B.C.
He comes to the conclusion that where this phrase occurs, the recipient
regularly provided his own crown, and that the honour lay in the permission
to have one. He points out that in cases where express provision is made
for the expense and erection of the o-rrjXr) recording the decree, there is no
mention of the expense of the crown, probably therefore the state did not
pay for it. An exact parallel is afforded by the modern practice where
the recipient of an order provides the jewel or other insignia to which he is.

1 Paus. V. xxi. 1. 2 v. note 1, p. 34.
3 A good example of an honorary statue in a sacred precinct is that 01 Antiochus III., decreed

by the Delphic Amphictyony to be set up in the precinct of the Pythian Apollo. There can be no
doubt that this was a regular honorary statue. Dittenberger, Orientis Graecae Inscriptions
Selectae, No. 234.

4 Stenersen, p. 49, p. 53 sqq.
5 Stenersen, on p. 53, says he knows of no evidence of the abuse at Athens, though an

inscription might any day be found giving such evidence.
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entitled.1 No one would feel injured at having to bear the cost, the
•coveted thing was the reception of the honour, as expressed in the decree.
The instances of decrees awarding honorary statues are far fewer than those
awarding crowns, but the forms are so much alike that I think it is fair to
use the same arguments ; where we find a decree granting elic6vo<;
avdcrTaai<; or avddeais (the right to erect a statue),2 or where, when all
other expenses are arranged for, that of the statue is noticeably omitted,3 it
was probably understood that the recipient was to provide it. If the state
could not afford crowns, it could still less afford statues.4 Thus it seems
probable that as early as the fourth century—the time when the practice of
erecting honorary statues was most prevalent—we have the right only to a
statue granted and accepted as a matter of course. The absence of
provision for the expense is no proof that the custom was degenerating,
nor is provision at public cost an essential feature of an honorary
statue.5

We must recognize, then, that neither the provision of the cost nor the
place of erection has any decisive bearing on the discrimination of
honorary statues from other statues. They are distinct from dvadtj^ara
and from athlete-statues, and, finally, they are not to be confused with
private statues.

Francotte gives a careful account of honorary distinctions in general
at Athens, approaching the question from the legal point of view ; his
results fully bear out the definition we have adopted. For our subject, the
important result of his examination is his demonstration that, while
subordinate political bodies and certain private associations were
authorised to grant, without confirmation by decree of the people, crowns
or other honours to their own members or benefactors, the right of
conferring honorary statues could only be exercised with the express

1 Francotte, p. 60.
2 B.S.A. vii. p. 156 (second half of fourth century B.C.) {\tiv*\. 5e aurip Ka! elic6i>a. arrival iavrou

XaKKriv. C.I. A. ii.1, iv.2 410, end of fourth century.
3 C.I. A. ii. 331, 11. 80 sqq. (third century), ii. 465 (second century).
4 To the data given by Stenersen on this head (p. 128) may be added the evidence of C.I.A.

i i . 1 2 5 0 , OTTJffai rbv $rj/i.ov elic6va x^^"V" lv Bv^avri<fi ' A < r / c \ i j i n a 5 o v a IT 2> T p t o x'*-t <»v 5 p a x / i to v
(307-300 B.C.).

5 The inscription from Eretria mentioned before (p. 35 note 5), which is perhaps of the second
-century B.C., shows clearly how authorisation by the state was the most desired part of an honorary
statue: for it is decreed that the already erected statues of the children of Theopompos shall be inscribed
"* 8TI avarl6ri(riv OUTCIS <5 Sijjiios i 'Ep(Tpt4wv aptTrjs Irtxev' etc. No attempt is made to bear the cost,
tiut the state sanction is inscribed on the statues, and this in itself was evidently quite satisfactory.
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permission of the state.1 Thus a decree of the people mentions, without
confirming, the crowns voted to a certain kosmetes of Salamis by the
ephebi, but proceeds to grant explicitly the erection to him of a bronze
statue.2 Similarly, another decree contains the request of the treasurer of
a guild of vavKXrjpot, that the Boule will allow them to set up a portrait of
their proxenos.3 The garrisons, on the other hand, appear to have been
exempt from any such rule.4

Stenersen would appear to class such statues as the above amongst
private statues ; only the 8rj/j.o<; and the ftovXrj, according to him, can erect
public statues, i.e. honorary statues according to our definition.6 The
Areopagus and 'other colleges and bodies'6 could, he says, at any ime
erect statues ' of their own free will,' but these, even when erected in public
places, were not honorary statues. Again, he defines private statues as
' quae a (privatis hominibus vel) corporibus coliegiisque sine populi iussu
erectae pro publico honoribus non essent.'7 He appears to take no
account of the decrees applying for confirmation of the erection of a
statue, and probably refers generally to all the statues erected by these
bodies. We are not concerned with the statues erected by private
individuals, which have been mentioned above. As Stenersen thus
excludes all bodies but the 8rjfio<; and ftovXrj from those able to
erect honorary statues, he excludes those others discussed by Fran-
cotte, (i) subordinate political bodies, i.e. the prytaneis, the tribes, the
demes, the garrisons, and (2) '•associations particulieres,' e.g. the ephebi,
merchant-guilds, thiasi, orgeones. Francotte's examination shows, how-
ever, that the fiovXij was on just the same footing as these other bodies
with regard to the granting of distinctions,8 and in fact that in some
respects it had rather less power than others. No one would deny that
statues decreed by the fiovXrj were honorary statues, but then it seems
unreasonable to draw a hard and fast line between the BovXij and those
other bodies, if, as Francotte shows, their authority was equal.

The whole of Francotte's monograph goes to prove that the granting
of honorary distinctions by these bodies was a carefully regulated and
defined practice. In principle, he says,9 the people had full rights to
issue all honorary decrees, whether for public or for private citizens, but

1 Francotte, p. 52. 2 Ib, p. 33. 3 Ib. p. 50. 4 Ib. p. 49.
5 Stenersen, pp. 58, 59, 65. 6 Ib. p. 60. 7 Ib. p. 75. 8 Francotte, pp. 40-41.
9 Ib. p. 10.
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they had limited their own right in several ways, the most important being
(1) by leaving subdivisions of the state and private associations to reward
their own functionaries and their own benefactors, (2) by specifying more
or less completely the services which qualified a man to receive an honour.
The promiscuous distribution of honours was controlled by the <ypa<f>r)
wapavoficov.

Seeing therefore that, (1) the distribution of honorary distinctions in
general, and of statues in particular,1 was supervised by the state, and
(2) that the @ov\n, the subordinate political divisions and the private
associations had exactly similar rights and limitations,—the statues
granted by them and confirmed by the state are all honorary statues ;
they differ entirely from the statues erected without authorization by a
private individual.

It is impossible to improve upon Stenersen's clear and complete
account (pp. 7—74) of the instances of honorary statues at Athens, but a
few criticisms may be offered on his history of the custom.

He gives (p. 8) as the first honorary statues, those of Harmodios and
Aristogeiton, made by Antenor between 509 and 479 B.C. and set up in
the Kerameikos. No reference to them in literature2 states that they were
formally voted, as were honorary statues in the fourth century. Aristotle 3

tells us that sacrifices were offered to them as heroes, and it is possible
that they stand in a rather different category from honorary statues proper.

The next case is that of the honours shown to Kimon and his col-
leagues after the victory at the Strymon.'B.C. 476.* These took the form
of three herms of marble erected in the ' Colonnade of the Herms,' with
inscriptions which carefully avoided even the names of the generals; the
herms then can hardly have been portrait-herms. The second inscription
however, reads like a metrical version of the regular formulae for honorary
decrees,5 evidently these herms were forerunners of the honorary statues

1 Francotte, p. 52.
2 Overbeck, Schriftquellen, 443 sqq. =Paus. i. 8. 5, Plin. N.H. xxxiv. 70, Arrian, Anab. iii.

16. 7 and vii. 19. 2, Val. Max. ii. 10. ext. 1.
3 Aristotle, Constitution of Athens, 58.
4 Stenersen, p. 8, and Aesch. in Ktes. 183 sqq.
5 ...OPT' ewepyefffijs xa\ jue^oXrjs operas—cp. Larfeld, ii. p. 74O> ' evfpyeTovvras ical \6ycp

teal epytp,' etc.

Cp. ib. p. 764, 8irws av lipafxiWov rj citpytTfti', etc.
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of later times but they were not statues, and the erectors avoided the
appearance of showing too much honour to individuals.

The first real case of an honorary statue is that awarded to Konon 1

and after this they were frequent.
Stenersen rightly remarks that after the Peloponiiesian War the former

attitude to the public erection of (portrait-) statues was abandoned and
that this honour began to be frequently awarded, but he says that in
the fifth century ' not even Miltiades and Themistokles received the honour
of a statue,' implying that the honour was an accepted one but was with-
held. How was it that Miltiades, Themistokles and Perikles were passed
over? Surely no honour was too great for them in the eyes of the
Athenian people at the time of their greatest popularity, yet the only
portraits recorded as publicly set up are, one of Miltiades in the group
which the Athenians dedicated at Delphi after Marathon (therefore an
avddrjfia2) and one of Perikles by Kresilas set up on the Akropolis,3 which
Furtwangler, following Lolling, suggests was a votive offering by the
sculptor himself. When we read of the wild enthusiasm with which
Themistokles, after Salamis, was received at Olympia and at Sparta4

—the Spartans gave him a crown of leaves, a chariot and an escort of
honour, doubtless regular rewards for distinguished services—can we
imagine that the Athenians would fail to shower on him their most prized
rewards ? Demosthenes says that the Athenians of the fifth century had
other rewards than bronze statues for their to? a.\r)0a>s evepyerac whether
citizens or strangers; they showed gratitude by choosing their great
men to lead them, which, he points out, was a much greater honour.5

The erection of honorary statues cannot be called a custom till the
fourth century. Such statues of Themistokles and Miltiades as were seen
by Pausanias in the Prytaneum at Athens must have been erected later,
when the fashion had come in probably in the fourth century.6

During the fourth century honorary statues were generally awarded to
eminent men for conspicuous merit in any course of life. We find Lycurgus
in the latter half of the century formally proposing that the great

1 Stenersen, p. 8 = Dem. in Lept. p. 470, in Aristokr. p. 686.
2 Paus. x. 10. 1.
3 S.Q. 873 = Plin. N.H. xxxiv. 74 ; and Furtwangler, Meisterwerke, p. 271.
4 Plut. Them. xvii. 5 In Aristokr. 686, cp. Plut. The?n. xviii.
6 Cp. Dem. in Lept. 491 (in former days honours were given also), at JUCVTOI rifuu /cal rSAAa

irdvTa TO fiev TOT' $V cnl TOTS T6T' t6eai, TO. 5e vvv eiri Tots vvv.
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tragedians, yEschylos, Sophokles and Euripides, should have statues in
the theatre;x they were thus honoured equally with the great generals and
statesmen of the time, and their statues are some of the finest examples of
the custom, given for no ulterior motive, but solely to show the universal
appreciation of their work.

Not only to citizens were statues at Athens awarded, they came to be
granted to strangers of distinction and to play a part in the foreign
politics of the city. Demosthenes reckoned them amongst the highest
honours Athens could bestow.

(%a\/cov<; tardvre<; xal fieyiarac; Scopeat? TifiwvTes).2

As a statesman, however, he wished to turn them to good account, and to
use them as diplomatic instruments, so we find him proposing to erect
statues in the agora to Leukon's sons, the Bosphoran kings Pairisades,
Satyros and Gorgippos, who like their father had shown great friendliness
to Athens.3 The policy of Demosthenes with regard to honorary distinc-
tions in general is shown again by the speech against Aristokrates blaming
the Athenians for specially favouring Charidemos,^on the ground that it
was impolitic. The motive for granting statues to friendly princes was a
dangerous one, leading as it might, and eventually did, to abuse of the
custom ; it was not a man's merits, but the benefits which he might confer
that were considered, and Demosthenes, though his respect for the
honour is apparently so high, is among the first to lead to its abuse.

Besides the statues of tragedians in the theatre and those of the
foreign princes proposed by Demosthenes, the other Athenian statues,
probably or certainly of this period, include statues to various philosphers,5

to one or two private individuals,6 and to some of the orators themselves.
With regard to these last, it is interesting to note that we possess the
actual decrees or paraphrases of them, proposing statues for Demosthenes,
for his nephew Demochares, and for Lycurgus.7

Though the majority of the instances of honorary statues in the fourth
century B.C. come from Athens, there are enough elsewhere to show that

1 Plut. Vit. X. Or. p. 841 f. 2 Dem. in Aristokr. 667.
3 Dinarchus i. 44. Cp. Dittenberger, Syll. No. 129.
4 Holm, Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. pp. 209, 220. 5 Stenersen, p. 61.
6 Diphilos, probably because of his wealth, and Neoptolemos for piety, Stenersen, p. 62, also

perhaps Asklepiades of Byzantium, C.I.A. ii. 251.
7 Plut. Vit. X. Or. 850 sqq., and Hicks, Manual, No. 145.
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the custom was generally known, though possibly in other states it was less
common than at Athens. In the speech against Leptines, Demosthenes,
speaking of the awarding of honours, remarks that it may be urged that
oi Aa/ceSaifjLovioi /coXm? iroXirevofievoi ical ®r)(3aloL ovhein rwv Trap' eavTols

BiBoaai roiavTqv ovBefiiav Tiprfv,1—so they would not give statues.
In connexion with this passage, it may be noted that Pausanias says
the statue of Archidamos III.,2 which the Spartans sent to Olympia, was
the first they set up of any of their kings outside their own boundaries,
on which Dr. Wolters remarks that the limitation ' ev ye T% vtrepopla *
appears to be required only by the existence at Sparta of a statue of King
Polydoros. The two passages taken together support the presumption that
honorary statues were less common at Sparta and that the custom here, as
at Athens, began late.

Without professing to give a complete list of instances of honorary
statues outside Athens, we may mention those of some of the more
eminent men recorded in authors or inscriptions. Epaminondas had
several statues, mentioned by Pausanias. Of these, that in the precinct
of Asklepios at Messene3 was an avddrjfia, that in the hierothusion at the
same place may or may not have been one,* but that at Thebes was an
honorary statue.5 Pelopidas after his death (355 B.C.) was honoured by
the Thessalian states with golden crowns6 and bronze statues.7 The
base has been found of a statue of Aratos of Sikyon, erected by the
Troezenians, who, owing to his liberation of Corinth in 243 B.C., had been
enabled to cast off the Macedonian yoke and join the Achaean League.8

Contemporary with this was the statue of Lydiadas erected by the city of
Kleitor at Lykosoura ; he had resigned the tyranny of Megalopolis in order
to attach his countrymen to the Achaean League, the chief magistracy of
which he held several times; he died fighting against the Spartans.9

There is also extant most of a decree of the Megalopolitans, awarding to
Philopoemen after his death in 183 B.C. high honours, including four
bronze statues in different parts of the city.10 Lykortas had a statue erected
at Epidauros by the Spartans, whom he had caused to join the Achaean

1 In Lept. p. 489. 2 Paus. vi. 4. 9. Archidamos III. died 338 B.C.
3 Pans. iv. 31. 10. i Ib. iv. 32. 1. 5 Ib. ix. 12. 6 and 15. 6.
6 These recall the regular formulae of honorary decrees.
7 Corn. Nep. Pelop. v. 5 = S.Q. 1625. 8 Dittenberger, Syll. 231.
9 Dittenberger, Syll. 230. 10 Ib. 289.
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League (182 B.C.)1 ; and his son Polybios the historian also received one
from the Eleans at Olympia, probably in recognition of his efforts with the
Romans to obtain easy terms for Greece after its conquest.2

It seems best to class separately statues erected some time after the
death of the persons honoured, as contrasted with those erected during
lifetime or immediately upon death. These, as is likely, were awarded to
men whose fame had continued. We have seen examples of them in the
statues erected in the theatre at Athens to the three great tragedians.
Other examples are those of Aristomenes in the stadium at Messene,.
seemingly erected soon after the foundation of that city in 370 B.C.,3 and
probably those of the lawgiver Lycurgus and of King Polydoros4 at Sparta,
and of Stesichoros at Himera.5 These we may call posthumous honorary
statues.

The history of the custom in Greece proper has now been traced down
to Roman times, and we have seen how this reward was a usual
acknowledgment of the services of any prominent man. It must not
however, be supposed that it was confined to Greece in Europe; it
flourished also in Asia Minor and the islands, but with a difference. The
fundamental distinction between the states of Western and of Eastern
Greece under Alexander's successors—the former republics, and the latter
despotic monarchies—has often been pointed out. The leading figures in
the Eastern kingdoms were naturally the monarchs and their ministers. It
was they who determined the policy of their subjects, who were their
leaders in war and who were responsible for their internal government,
and as they played ex officio the part which in a republic would fall to any
citizen whose ability and energy brought him to the fore, so their subjects,,
or those within their sphere of influence, set up honorary statues to them
just as a republic would to its most prominent statesman. A number of
extant inscriptions attest this practice, being either decrees granting
statues or the actual inscriptions from their bases.

Thus Priene appears to have felt itself under great obligations ta
Lysimachos,6 who had protected the city against encroachments on the part
of Magnesia on the Maeander, and for these services high honours were
decreed to him—an altar, a yearly procession and sacrifice, and a statue of

1 Dittenberger, Syll. 290. 2 Id. 317, and Hicks, Manual, No. 201.
3 Paus. iv. 32. 6. 4 Paus. iii. 14. 8, and xi. 10 = S.Q. 1634-5.
5 Cic. in Verrem, ii. 35. 86 = S.Q. 1637. 6 Dittenberger, Or. 11.
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bronze. Similarly in the Seleucid family, Antiochos, son of Seleucus I.
received (during his father's lifetime) a statue from the Milesians1; their
political ascendancy was threatened by the building or rebuilding of other
Ionian cities like Priene and Ephesos, and they were anxious to reassert
it. Antiochos, by showing them special favour and promising to build a
stoa for the beautifying of their sanctuary, had fallen in with their wishes
and they were anxious to mark their gratitude. The same prince, after
succeeding his father, was honoured with a statue by the people of Ilium,2

who thus signified their satisfaction at passing into his hands and thereby
•obtaining at least a nominal independence. An inscription from Delos
records the erection by the Macedonians (KOIPOP Ma>ceB6va>v) of a statue of
Philip V.,3 though there is nothing to show for what special reason. It
was important for the neighbours of a powerful prince's subjects to retain
his favour, so for instance the Calaurians decreed a statue to Eumenes II.,4

who held /Egina throughout his reign. The case is rather different from
erection by a king's immediate subjects, but the recipient of the honour
played an indirect part, which might any day become active, in the politics
•of the donors. A number of small states in alliance with a powerful king
might show their appreciation of the advantages derived, by giving him a
statue in some suitable place. So- the subject allies of Ptolemy VI. after
a successful war with Cyprus erected his statue at Delos.6

Next to the sovereigns themselves the high officials at their courts
and other powerful subordinates could and did play an important rdle in
the history of subject states, who were often much indebted to them for
their influence. Services to the people of Nesos, an island near Lesbos,
were rendered by Thersippos a general of Alexander, in that he used his
influence with the Macedonian court on their behalf, so he was rewarded
•with an honorary statue.6 Even the powerful cities of the Ionian League
felt the value of an influential friend at court with Lysimachos, and we
find them decreeing an equestrian statue in the Panionion to Hippostratos
-of Miletos,7 whom he had set over them as strategos in the disturbed years
301—287 B.C. Ephesos and Miletos were selected to see to the carrying

1 Dittenberger, Or. 213. 2 Ib. 219. Michel, 525.
3 Ib. Syll. 262. " Ib. Or. 297.
5 Dittenberger, Or. 116 (middle of second century), Olympische Inschriften v. No. 301, where

his general Seleucus of Rhodes also receives a statue from the Achaean army KOX ol &X\oi"E\\rii>est

after the same war.
6 Ib. Or. 4 ; before 317 B.C. ' Ib. Syll. 189.
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out of the decree of the League.1 Another interesting testimonial to the
value set on diplomatic services of this kind is afforded by an Attic
decree granting a statue to the comic poet Philippides,2 who gained for the
Athenians a supply of corn from Lysimachos, and through whom was
effected the ransom and release of many Athenian prisoners in Asia
Minor. In those disturbed times the goodwill of high officials was
specially valuable to those engaged in trade. It is not surprising to find a
statue at Delos erected by the eySo^et?3 and shipowners of the Phoenician
city of Laodiceia to Heliodoros the avvTpo<f>o<; (practically fosterbrother)
of Seleucus IV.4 This man is called ' grand vizir' by Haussoullier, and
his power was such that he afterwards murdered Seleucus and put his
infant son on the throne. Quite parallel is the statue (again at Delos) set
up to Lochos, a high official of Ptolemy VIII., also by merchants and
shipowners.5 Menogenes, ' 6 eiri rwv TrpayfiaTcov,'6 at the court of
Attalos II., probably enjoyed similar powers, since the citizens of Nacrasa
in Lydia erected his statue.7 They were a Macedonian colony and may
have been protected by him against the people of the surrounding country.8

The statues erected by the Babylonians to Demokrates9 who seems to-
have been its governor under Antiochos IV. and his father, may have
commemorated either their gratitude for his goodwill or his services to the
city in his official capacity. The Pergamene occupation of Aegina in the
second century has already been mentioned with regard to the Calaurian
statue of Eumenes II. but is more directly attested by that which the
Aeginetans themselves erected to their immediate superior Cleon, governor
under Eumenes.10 These last two statues were set up by people very
much in the power of the man honoured and it is not impossible that
aversion of illwill was as much a mptive for their erection as the recognition
of goodwill.

We have however, in the same period, a number of instances of
statues erected to allied princes by independent states, some of which are

1 V. Alh. Milt. xxv. 1900, p. 100. Two inscriptions are extant concerning Hippostratos, one
from Smyrna recording the decree, and the other from Miletos recording its carrying out.

2 C.I.A. ii. 3i4 = Dittenberger, Syll. 197.
3 These were middlemen between the merchants and the shipowners.
J Dittenberger, Or. 247. The inscription ends with the dedication 'AirdWavi, but is

practically an honorary inscription.
5 Ib. Or. 135. 6 Ib. 294. 7 Ib. 290.
8 Cf. Ib. 291, n.3 9 Ib. 254. " Michel, Recueil <? Inscriptions, 340.
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best termed, in Holm's phrase, ' international courtesies' (vol. iv. p. 63)-
Such are the series from Delphi which show on the one hand with what
satisfaction the Delphians welcomed recognition from the Eastern kings,
and on the other the reverence in which the latter held the ancient oracle
of Hellas. Other statues commemorate active service on the part of the
recipient. Among the earliest are the statues awarded to Maussollus of
Caria 1 and Artemisia about the middle of the fourth century, by the
people of Erythrae. Maussollus had probably made efforts to win
their favour—perhaps by protecting them against Athens in the Social
War—in order to gain support in his attempts to become master of Ionia.
One of the numerous ' condottieri' who flourished about the same time,
Athenodoros—who was connected by marriage with the Bosphoran kings
and was somewhat of a power in that region—received a statue from the
people of Kios,2 whom he had helped or protected in some time of distress.
In 314-3, the Athenians decreed a statue to Asander,3 a Macedonian
general afterwards satrap of Caria, in recognition of his timely help in
bringing ships to aid them, perhaps in an expedition against Lemnos
(313 B.C.).

More as a courtesy than anything else the Byzantines erected statues
at Olympia to Antigonos and his son Demetrios Poliorketes ;4 besides the
inscribed statue-bases, a decree has been found, obviously contemporary,
resolving to pay them various honours, amongst others to send a con-
gratulatory embassy to Demetrios after the battle of Ipsos. Though the
statues are not mentioned in the decree it seems probable that they
were erected in accordance with its tendency. The Byzantines were one
of the many states of Asia Minor who retained their independence and
were always in alliance with the dynasty of Northern Greece against the
Seleucids. The people of Aptera in Crete, at that time a league of
independent states, in rfecognising the friendship of Attalos I., granted him
various privileges, including that of levying mercenaries in their territory,
and as a visible sign of their goodwill a bronze statue, either on horseback
or on foot, to be erected wherever he pleased.5

The inscriptions from Delphi which enlighten us as to its relations

1 Dittenberger, Syll. 107, and Hicks, 102.
2 Hicks, op. cit. 99. 3 Ib. 104, and B.S.A. vol. vii. p. 157.
4 Dittenberger, Syll. 170-172 and Olympische Inschriften, v. pp. 88, 429.
6 Ib. Or. 270.
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with the East are, as before stated, three in number. The first is a
decree in honour of Antiochos III. (205-202 B.C.) which begins by setting
forth his piety and goodwill and that of his ambassador Pausimachos,
towards the Delphic oracle, and in return not only accedes to his request
that the city of Antioch should be held sacred and the temple of Zeus
Chrysaoreus and of Apollo there likewise, but grants in addition an
honorary statue.1 Similarly, when Eumenes II. asked that the Delphians
should recognise and participate in his newly established games of the
Nikephoria at Pergamon, his request was readily granted, and statues
decreed to him on horseback and to his brothers on foot.2 Again, Attalos
II. was granted an honorary statue as a mark of gratitude for his ex-
traordinary benefits to the sanctuary on which he had bestowed large sums
for purposes of education and cult.3

The connexion of the Pergamene kings with Athens is represented
by a statue erected at Olympia to Philetairos, son of Attalos I.4: and the
benefits they received from Antiochos Epiphanes who, amongst other
things, continued building the unfinished Olympeion, were also acknow-
ledged by an honorary statue5 (c. 175 B.C.) The Delians, being dependent on
trade, owed their existence mainly to the protection of foreign kings, and
it is probably in recognition of the goodwill of Perseus of Macedon that
they erected a statue to his wife Laodike.6 Finally we find Chersonesos
setting up the statue of Diophantes a general of Mithradates, by whose
remarkable victories—set forth at length in the decree—they were
protected against the inroads of the Scythians.7

There remain a few other statues of this period not given to sovereigns
nor to other powerful persons nor to allied princes, yet to persons eminent
in their time and who had distinct claims to such honour. An inscription
from Erythrae directs the restoration of a statue of one Philitos ' from
which the oligarchs had taken the sword.'8 He is described as a bene-
factor and as having slain the tyrant. This phraseology at a time when
the age of tyrants was already past, appears to mean that he, as a demo-
cratic pro-Macedonian leader, had slain the chief of the oligarchical pro-
Persian party. The statue doubtless represented him as a new Harmodios

1 lb. 234. Michel, op. cit. 252. 2 Dittenberger, Syll. 295, 296 (179-176 B.C.).
3 Michel, op. cit. 263. 4 Dittenberger, Syll. 299. 5 Id. Or. 248. 1. 56 and note 29.
6 Id. 294. 7 Michel, op. cit. 338.
8 Dittenberger, Syll. 139.
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or Aristogeiton, Among Attic honorary decrees we find two granting
statues at state expense (which we have seen was not always the case) to
leading men of their time, viz. the first half of the third century B.C. One
of these was Aristophanes, a commander of the garrisons at Eleusis, Phyle
and Panakton, who erect the statue.1 He had been gymnasiarch, phylarch,
twice strategos and was clearly a prominent municipal leader. The
immediate cause of thedecree—-his munificent celebration of the Haloa—was
only of secondary importance. The other, Phaidros son of Thymochares,
who is honoured by the people,2 had held for years the office of strategos
in some form or other, and finally attained that of arpaTrjyb^ eVt ra oirXa,
which involved the supreme command in war.

The priestess Metris at Pergamon owed the honorary statue erected
to her by the people3 mainly to the accident of holding office in a year
of signal good fortune to the city and its sovereign—all being ascribed to
the efficacy of her prayers.

The erection of a statue by the people of Caunus to Sostratos of
Knidos (306-221 B,c.)4 is of particular interest as showing the recognition
of scientific attainments ; he built the Pharos of Alexandria which has
surpassed in fame its architect. With this may be compared the statue
erected in the second century to Decimus Cossutius, the Roman employed
by Antiochos Epiphanes to continue the building of the Olympieion.5

It will be seen that the number of honorary statues is not so great as
is generally supposed. Not all cases of course, have been quoted, but
not many of those for which there is direct evidence have been omitted.
It is true that the number of honorary decrees and of honorary inscriptions
is great, but while, as may readily be seen in Francotte's paper, the grant-
ing of irpo^evia, aa-vkia, irpofiavreia, crowns, etc., is frequent, the]proportion
of cases where a statue is granted is much smaller. In fact up to Roman
times statues are granted only to great men, or men in great positions.
Undoubtedly great numbers of portrait-statues were to be seen in public
places—in the markets, by the roadside, and in sacred precincts round the
temples, yet when, from the whole number, dvadrffiaTa, athlete statues
and private statues have been excluded, the proportion of honorary statues
is small.

Again, the gradual decrease in value is less than has been held. Changes
1 C.I.A. iv. 2. 614b. =id. 192. 2 C.I.A. ii. 331. 3 Dittenberger, Or. 299.
i 16., Or. 68. 5 C.I.A. iii. 561.
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there were,—in the reasons for award and in the class of the recipients,
but the reasons are nearly always intelligible and quite permissible, and of
a sort to which none but a purist would take exception. The value of the
distinction was easily recognised by statesmen and diplomatists and
employed for their own purposes even in the earliest stages of the custom.
Side by side with the use of honorary statues to reward intrinsic merit was
their use to reward services to the state. This political application, at
first the exception, ended by becoming the rule.

Dealing with honorary statues under the Diadochi and their suc-
cessors, I have for convenience made distinctions based on the relation of
giver to receiver, but practically all fall within the second of the classes
just mentioned, consequently the inscriptions relating to them are
particularly valuable as throwing light on the changing politics and inter-
national relationships of a period of extreme complexity—a complexity
intensified by the scarcity of material.

M. K. WELSH.


